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The Beast of Revelation

By Eli James

Is it possible that Messianic Judaism is what the Bible has prophesied as the revelation of the Anti-Christ in the latter days? The Book

of Revelation predicts that the Beast will A deceive the whole world.@ How is it possible that the whole world can be deceived when

we have a free flow of information? B or do we? Why do the Jewish people, the world over, actively resist free and open discussion of

the holocaust? Could this be part of the deception? Would Jesus have refused to answer questions put to Him about historical events?

Is Messianic Judaism, as an anti-Christian and pseudo-Scriptural movement, the continuation of the saga of the Fallen Angels who have

been cast down to earth for judgment? What most Christians do not realize is that the fundamental principle of Messianic Judaism is

the rejection of Jesus Christ and the substitution of the Jewish people in place of the Messiah. Christians have been falsely led to

believe that Messianic Judaism will accept Jesus Christ at the Second Coming. This is a most clever deception on the part of the anti-

Christ himself. On the contrary, the doctrine of NEO-MESSIANISM has taken hold within rabbinical Judaism. The Jewish people,

according to this doctrine, are THEIR OWN MESSIAH. Many sincere Christians falsely believe that the Jewish people will be miraculously

converted to Christianity just before the Judgment Day. Most recently, John Hagee, a pro-Zionist warmonger, has been promoting this

doctrine on television and on tape. The relevant prophecies that concern this Beast will be thoroughly discussed herein; and the Beast

of Revelation (Apocalypse) will be positively identified.

A ...he is a proud man, neither keepeth at home, who enlargeth his desire as hell, and is as death, and cannot be satisfied, but

gathereth unto him all nations, and heapeth unto him all people.@ B Hab. 2:5.

One of the most popular and yet most misunderstood areas of Biblical study is the area of prophecy. In our previous discussion of the

Marks of Israel, numerous prophetic passages were adduced which clearly show that only Anglo-Saxon Christendom can properly be

called Israel. In a similar manner, the prophetic passages in the Books of Daniel and Revelation, plus others, can be shown to be

referring to a specific form of government. This form of government has been referred to as a theocracy, which combines secular

government with religious dogma.

Although it is true that the American government was founded by Christians, the Constitution of the United States does not establish

Christianity as a state-sponsored religion. I= m sure it would be accurate to surmise that the founding fathers, with the possible

exception of George Washington and Benjamin Franklin, never dreamed that some other religion might impose itself upon the United

States. Both of these men warned that the Jews, if allowed to flourish here, would destroy America within 200 years.

With regard to the expressed freedom of religion guaranteed by our Constitution, it contains these words: A Congress shall make no

law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof...@ B First Amendment of the Bill of Rights. Now,

the liberal judges who have ruled that the Ten Commandments cannot be allowed to be posted or taught in the public schools are in
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direct violation of the First Amendment. It states very clearly that, repeat, A Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment

of religion or the free exercise thereof.@ When Congress or a judge limit this free exercise, they are violating the Constitution. When

politicians and judges cite the phrase, A separation of church and state@ , they are not following the Constitution. They are following

left-wing ideology which is not contained in the Constitution. The Constitution contains no such language. It is a legal fraud, and the

promoters of this fraud should be tried for treason against the Constitution and the United States of America.

At the same time, our politicians have seen fit to donate six billion and more dollars per year to a patently religious state, the State of

Israel! How can our legislators deny us our own freedom of religion and at the same time support a JEWISH STATE?

Am I the only one who sees a contradiction here?

 

It should be obvious to any aware observer that the Constitution of the United States has been suspended and that we have

government by fiat: namely, whatever the government says is law IS the law. And if you don= t like it, too bad. The U.S. Constitution is

in the process of being replaced by the United Nations Charter. This Charter was written by Alger Hiss, the communist spy who was one

of Franklin Delano Roosevelt= s most trusted appointees. This should tell you a lot about FDR.

The proud, wandering, international Jew, who, as history has abundantly proved, has an insatiable appetite for power, accrues not

only wealth unto himself but kings, nations, and peoples. This is the history of Zionism, communism, and globalism and the fulfillment

of Hab. 2:5 quoted above. This history has yet to be written, for as the null decade (> 01-> 09) of the Twenty-First Century unfolds,

Talmudic Judaism is just beginning to achieve the recognized status of the Anti-Christ. Those of us in Christian Identity see this very

clearly. The rest of the world still believes the lies promoted by the rabbis and the Rothschilds. It will be revealed as such to the entire

world B and to the world= s great distress -- just before the end of the age. Talmudic Judaism has practiced government by deceit and

fiat money for 2,500 years. This type of government, which robs the peoples of the world blind on a daily basis, is the government of

the ghetto. The Medieval Jewish ghetto is where both the ideals of communism and capitalism were spawned. But, since 1815, the

ghetto has been expanded to include the entire world. Talmudic Judaism, as openly practiced in Israel and as covertly practiced by

rich Jews throughout the world, is the world= s most blatant and racist theocracy; and this Talmudic theocracy is being foisted upon us

by Zionist power and influence. Our arms are being twisted by constant references to the A holocaust@ and how we should bless the

Jews in order to be blessed ourselves. Let= s see, we have blessed the Jewish people in the Israeli State with hundreds of millions of

dollars in direct aid, and now America is the most hated country on the face of the earth because we blindly trumpet the cause of the

Jew. Our nation is crumbling under the debt of the Federal Reserve System, another Jewish institution. Our theaters are promoting

immorality on an unprecedented scale; and the list of Jewish movie producers who produce this trash is a mile long. Steven Spielberg

is the most notable. Woody Allen is the most tragic. Our music and dress code follow the dictates of taste created by Jewish-run music

companies, advertising agencies, and fashion designers. Yet the Christian populace is cowed by the smear of A anti-Semitism.@ It has

been said that the one who really runs a country is the one whom everyone is afraid to criticize. You cannot criticize the Jew without

running into a barrage of hoots and howls from every newspaper, magazine, talk show and television network. This should be proof

enough as to who really runs the show.

The Eighth Beast: The Empire of Merchants

 

 

The point of this research will be to demonstrate that the House of Rothschild, along with its vast empire of merchants, including

the United Nations, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the Anti-Defamation League, the World Jewish Congress,

and the entire host of Jewish groups that connive and instigate constantly against the world under the umbrella of the Jewish

Lobby,is the 8
th

 Beast of the Book of Revelation, and, hence, the last torch-bearer for the Anti-Christ in a long line of Jewish

torch-bearers.

The first clue as to the identity of the Beast of Revelation is given to us by Paul when he tells us and his contemporaries in II

Thessaloniains 2:6-8, A And now ye know what withholdeth that he might be revealed in his time. For the mystery of iniquity

doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way. And then shall that wicked one be

revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness of his coming.@

Also I John 4:3 tells us that Anti-Christ is already with us.

Contrary to popularly held beliefs about Biblical prophecy, the evidence clearly tells us the Anti-Christ is not an individual but

either a system of government or a system of organized evil. To me, A that wicked one@ clearly refers to Satan as personified by

the Talmudic rabbi. Few Christians know anything at all about the Talmud. Suffice it to say that the Talmudic is Satan= s Bible. If

you doubt this, then please read Benjamin Freedman= s A Facts Are Facts.@ The Talmud is the most Anti-Christ document ever

written. And the system of organized evil, the Jewish International, which the rabbis have created, will ultimately culminate in

the world empire of the New World Order through the United Nations.

Many Bible interpreters recognize the United Nations as being the last Beast; but few have revealed the organized Jewish power

and machinations that will be revealed here. One of the deceptions of the current prophetic climate that few understand is that

the A Anti-Christ@ is already here. Those who look for someone to come along in the near future have had their eyes taken off

the prize. The one who is going to stab you in the back will always divert your attention in another direction.

The Beast With Seven Heads and Ten Horns

 

 

In the following investigation of Dan and Revelation, these questions will be analyzed according to what the Bible actually says,

and not according to the usual fanciful myths which are typically designed to throw people off the track of Judaism, Zionism, and

communism.



Bertrand Comparet has written an outstanding pair of booklets which analyze this subject matter. They are entitled Mark of the

Beast, Part I and Mark of the Beast, Part II. Having compared his analysis with numerous other treatises on the same subject, I

can say without a doubt that his analysis is the most accurate that I have found.

Comparet begins his discussion with Nebuchadnezzar= s dream as interpreted by Daniel in the Book of Daniel, Chapter 2: A Thou,

O king, sawest, and behold a great image. This great image, whose brightness was excellent, stood before thee; and the form

thereof was terrible. This image= s head was of fine gold, his breast and his arms of silver, his belly and his thighs of brass,

His legs of iron, his feet part of iron and part of clay...Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold, broken

to pieces together, and became like the chaff of the summer threshingfloors; and the wind carried them away, that no place

was found for them: and the stone that smote the image became a great mountain, and filled the whole earth.@ B Vs. 31-33,

35.

Daniel tells Nebuchadnezzar, A Thou art this head of gold@ ; or, in other words, the empire of Babylon is the head of the image.

Daniel tells Nebuchadnezzar that after him more kingdoms will arise and that each one of these kingdoms is represented by the

different elements of the dream image. Nebuchadnezzar= s dynasty ended around 539 B.C.

In conjunction with this prophetic vision is Daniel= s vision of the A four great beasts@ of Chapter 7. These four great beasts

parallel the four of the previous image. This first beast was A like a lion, and had eagle= s wings...and a man= s heart was given

it.@ B vs. 4.

Says Comparet on page 1 of the first booklet: A The word > man= in this particular sentence is the Chaldean word > enash= ,

which is derived from the same root as your Hebrew word > enosh= B which distinguished the non-Adamic people from the

Adamic. So the A man= s heart@ is definitely a reference to a non-Israelite culture, which throughout history has always been

in the form of either paganism or materialism. More specifically, it is probably a reference to Nebuchadnezzar= s confession of

the one high God in Chapter 4, being a sign that this Babylonian civilization would be superior to its successors, as Daniel has

stated with regard to the image.@

The second kingdom is of silver. Comparet explains that the Medo-Persian Empire which succeeded Babylon is A two arms united

in one breast.@ Media was established first but was later conquered and absorbed by Persia. The two thus became united as one

empire. It was this united power, under a Persian king, which eventually defeated the Babylonian Empire.

The parallel vision of the second beast in Chapter 7 describes the beast as a beast having three ribs in its mouth. Comparet says

that this is most likely a reference to the fact that Media-Persia conquered, or, better, took the place of, three previous empires:

Babylon, Assyria, and Egypt. So that no guesswork is to be relied upon on our part, an angel in Chapter 8 explains to Daniel that

the second kingdom is that of Media and Persia. Daniel 2:39 speaks of the same kingdom. Media-Persia lasted until approximately

330 B.C. when it was conquered by the Greek, Alexander the Great.

The third element of that image is brass. Greece is the civilization of brass. The third beast is the leopard, and Comparet finds

this symbol most appropriate for the swiftness with which Alexander= s armies conquered the known world. The prophecy states

that the beast also had four heads, a reference to the fact that upon Alexander= s death, his empire was divided among four

generals.

These four generals were Ptolemy of Egypt, Lysimachus of old Greece, Antigonus in Asia Minor, Eumeneus of Cappadocia and

Paphlagonia. I hope the reader is beginning to get an appreciation for the astonishing accuracy which Biblical prophecy has once

the Bible is truly understood. The main reason why prophecies concerning our era have been so badly misinterpreted is because

of the misidentification of the Jews with Israel. As will be demonstrated later in this message, the prophecies concerning the end

times are accurate to such a degree that one can come away only by being utterly impressed and astonished with the fact that

Divine inspiration has saturated these prophecies. Only when you realize that the Jews ARE NOT Israel, but an impostor

nation...only then will you understand prophecy. This is why the A Judeo-Christian@ false prophets of today= s Churchianity

never get anything right.

Continuing with Daniel, Chapter 8: the angel tells Daniel that the third kingdom would be the A king of Grecia@ . The angel

continues, A Y and the rough goat is the king of Grecia: and the great horn that is between his eyes is the first king. Now that

being broken, whereas four stood up for it, four kingdoms shall stand up out of the nation, but not in his power.@ B vs. 21, 22.

This, of course, is a second, more detailed, reference to Alexander= s empire being broken up into four lesser kingdoms.

Remember, the argument being proffered here is that these empires constitute a continuing historical flow of secular and

religious power, with the baton of theocratic, military imperialism being passed from one kingdom to another. Babylon, Media-

Persia, and Greece have now been identified as three of these beasts.

The next in line is, of course, Rome. Rome overcame Greece by 167 B.C. Rome is the empire of the iron legs. No more fitting

image of Roman might can be thought of than the legs of its soldiers marching through Europe, Asia, and Africa, and standing

guard over its dominions. Comparet feels that the two legs are a reference to the fact that the Empire was eventually divided

into two, with the Byzantine Empire breaking off from the Roman Empire at about 283 A.D. The fourth beast of Chapter 7, Daniel

says, A shall be diverse from all kingdoms.@ Rome began as a republic and not as a kingdom. The succession of Caesars did not

occur until after a long period of representative rule. For this reason, it is certainly diverse from the three that preceded it.

At this point Comparet chooses to relate the Book of Revelation to the Book of Daniel. He quotes Rev. 12, which refers to the A

woman clothed with the sun...and upon her head a crown of twelve stars. And there appeared a great red dragon, having seven

heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads...and the dragon stood before the woman which was ready to be

delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born.@

The A woman which was ready to be delivered@ has two references: One was Mary, wife of Joseph, the carpenter. She, although

an individual, represents all of twelve-tribed Israel because by and through her Son, all Israel will be delivered. The other is Eve,

the mother of all Israelites, Hebrews, and Caucasians. Now, who is the great red dragon? Esau means A red@ ; and the dragon and



the serpent are different words for the same entity: Lucifer/Satan. Lucifer was indeed great for he was originally one of the

archangels. And Satan is also great because he is the prince of this world as well as prince of the underworld.

Daniel= s fourth beast also has ten horns (Dan. 7:24), and it is during the later rule of the fourth kingdom, Rome. Ten nations did

emerge whose rulers formed an alliance with the Holy Roman Empire. These ten were: the Alleman, the Franks, the

Burgundians, Suevi, Anglo-Saxons, Visigoths, Lombards, Vandals, Ostrogoths, and the Heruli. These were the original A ten

horns@ which were allied with the fourth beast, Rome. Obviously, all of these nations had developed from the Ten Lost Tribes,

till then commonly known as the migrating tribes of Scythians (Saccae) who had come from the east (via the Caucasus Mountain

Pass)and settled in Europe. Before becoming known as the Caucasians, these tribes were previously known as the A House of

Israel,@ or the Ten Tribes that were formed under Jeroboam after the death of Solomon.

Daniel also prophesied that the Son of Man, Jesus Christ, the Messiah shall appear (Dan. 7:13) during the reign of the fourth

beast. History tells us that Herod the Great, a non-Israelite Jewish monarch operating in tribute to Rome, was the ruler of Judea

at this time. So far, the prophecy seems to have been fulfilled to the letter. So much for the four beasts of Daniel. We focus now

on the beasts of Revelation.

In the thirteenth Chapter, John talks about a beast having ten crowns, the now familiar reference to the Roman Empire. Now,

there occurs in verse 3 one of the more mysterious and thought-provoking statements in Revelation. A And I saw one of his

heads, as it were, wounded to death, and his deadly wound was healed: and all the world wondered after the beast.@ Many

scholars of Scripture have wondered what this might mean.

Comparet has the best answer:

A Now, the head of the Western Empire was wounded by the Visigoths (Germans, in A.D. 410), wounded unto death it would

seem, because they not only took away everything that had been under Roman domination in that area, but they captured and

looted the city of Rome itself. The city was attacked by the Vandals in 450 A.D. and the Ostrogoths in 490 A.D., and then

Theodorik the king of the Ostrogoths made himself king of all Italy.@ B p.24.

How, then, was the beast revived? Continuing with Comparet:

A These events had occurred in the meantime. The Emperor Constantine had issued his edict on toleration of Christianity in the

year 310 A.D...so Christianity became an officially recognized and the supported religion, but at the same time Constantine

took upon himself the title of Pontifex Maximus of Jupiter...He put up statues of pagan gods...after he issued his edict on

toleration...In 320 A.D., this Pontifex Maximus, this chief priest of Jupiter, presided over the Christian Council of Nicea.@

Indeed, the Pontiff, as he is still known today, was merely doing what was politically expedient to maintain his secular and

religious power over the masses. But since Constantine= s mother was the Empress Helen of Wales, a Christian, she influenced

him to accept Christianity for the Empire. After ten different Caesars, from Nero to Diocletian, had failed to exterminate

Christianity, Constantine compromised by accepting both paganism and Christianity. Constantine was a great politician. According

to tradition, he was not baptized until he lay on his deathbed B probably a precautionary measure just in case his mother was

right about the afterlife!

The power of the Roman theocratic/military state was thus quietly passed from the Caesars to the Popes, although not directly

from one seat to the other, but the seat of power was returned to Rome by the Popes, after a minor detour to Constantinople in

old Byzantium. The power of the Popes was fully established by Pope Leo III when he crowned the Gaul (Frenchman)

Charlemagne Emperor in 800 AD. The empire began to be called the Holy Roman Empire after the crowning of Otto I, King of

Germany, as Emperor in 962 A.D.

The A deadly wound@ which killed the pagan Empire was healed and the Empire was revived as the Holy Roman Empire, thus

fulfilling the prophecy of Rev. 13:3.

The feet of iron and clay of Nebuchadnezzar= s image are to be taken as part of the legs of iron. Daniel does not tell us any more

about this aspect of the image. However, the meaning of iron and clay can certainly be that the Empire was waffling between an

iron will and A feet of clay.@ This is most certainly true of European Christianity as a whole because of the numerous declines

and revivals, the Reformation of Luther being the most significant revival of them all.

Another meaning of clay in the popular culture refers to being stuck and being unable to move, as in A mired in clay.@ This also

applies to Rome, for just as the Roman soldiers were noted for their marching all over Europe, the feudalistic system, begun by

Justinian I in 529 AD, was just as notable for the lack of mobility of the populace, the serfs being rigidly and legally held to the

land on which they worked by their feudalistic lords. Neither was this era, the A Dark Ages@ , notable for its commerce with

other cultures, so that the feet of iron and clay seem most apropos as a symbol of the latter half of Roman rule, especially in

consideration of the fact that one proceeds into the future while moving down the image.

I hope that the reader is beginning to appreciate the aptness of all of this symbolism and the amazing fact that all of these major

historical developments are contained in Nebuchadnezzar= s image. Skeptics may claim that all of this is mere coincidence, but

the fact is that we have only scratched the surface of Biblical prophecy. The Book of Revelation is full of prophecies, most of

which have come true in the same fashion as the prophecies of Daniel and all of the other Books. For a thorough discussion of

the prophecies of the Book of Revelation, the reader is advised to read Study in Revelation by Howard B. Rand. This book fits all

of the prophecies of Revelation into a historical chronology with exceptional detail. It shows that the Bible is a book like none

other. No other book is so full of prophecies which have come true. However, we must stress that only when it is realized that

the Anglo-Saxons are true Israel does Biblical prophecy make any sense.

When prophetic coincidences add up by the hundreds and thousands, coincidence is no longer an issue. And our method of

interpretation is accomplished by primarily comparing historical events with commonly accepted imagery, as well as the Bible= s

own explanations plus some common sense. Would that all riddles were so obvious as these. Of course, this author has

benefitted from hindsight and the major fact of the disidentification of the Jews from Israel. These two factors make prophetic

interpretation much easier. Once you stop trying to force Scripture to obey the Jews, then the truth emerges. A You shall know



the truth, and the truth shall set you free.@ Once you see the general pattern of Adamic and Israelite revelation, then the

interpretation merely requires some patient historical research, especially when these A coincidences@ occur in successional

and chronological order, then it becomes wise to be skeptical of the A higher criticism@ of the agnostic theologians, who don= t

know anything about the Bible.

Although there is considerable overlap between the prophecies of Daniel and Revelation, there are elements of each which are

not mentioned in the other. However, there is enough similarity between the two for us to determine that both prophecies are

referring to the same world empires, predicting their rise, development, and fall.

Revelation 17 continues on this theme:

A ...Come hither. I will show unto thee the judgment of the great whore that sitteth upon many waters: With whom the kings of

the earth have committed fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth have been made drunk with the wine of her

fornication.@ B vs. 1 & 2.

As explained before, the great whore, as well as the beasts and the anti-Christ, is symbolic of unbiblical, theocratic (meaning

rule by a church or religious hierarchy), dictatorial government. Up to now, only Rome was initially diverse because it began as a

republic, but it also became a theocratic dictatorship under the Caesars and Popes. The drunkenness of the people is symbolized

by paganism, idolatry, intolerance, and, finally, by materialism, a force which began emerging in Western Europe during the final

days of Rome= s tenure as the sixth beast of Revelation. This materialism, which began as the so-called A Enlightenment@ was

led by Freemasons such as Rousseau and Voltaire. It culminated in the Terror of the French Revolution, a singularly dark even in

human history.

In essence, the Law of God was rejected by the A Holy@ Roman Empire in favor of its own edicts, just as the Sanhedrin and

Pharisees of Christ= s time did. What was retained of the Law was used merely for people control, i.e., brainwashing. Everything

else was exploitation, such as selling indulgences, the threat of purgatory for alleged crimes against the Church, Papal

infallibility, transubstantiation, and all the rest. Obviously, the liberals of their day, the Encyclopedists and others, had legitimate

gripes with the system of Papacy and Monarchy. Of this there is no doubt. But their outwardly noble intentions were most

horribly thwarted by the hidden agenda of the Freemasons and their comrades, the Jewish communists and Cabalists, such as

the Jacobins, Carbonari, and the Illuminati.

Verse 3 again identifies the Great Whore as sitting upon a beast A having seven heads and ten horns.@ Again, we are directed to

Rome. (Some interpreters of Scripture refer to the possibility that the seven heads are the seven hills upon which Rome is built,

and, indeed, Verse 9 states, A The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth,@ in which case the reading as

A seven hills@ seems justified, but, from numerous other prophetic passages, A heads@ are to be interpreted as kings and A

mountains@ are to be interpreted as kingdoms or empires, or nations; and the rest of Chapter 17 confirms this interpretative

technique.

Verse 10 says, A And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is, and the other is not yet come...@

The Great Whore of Revelation is obviously a spirit or an evil angel -- a representative of the red dragon, Lucifer, or the spirit of

Lucifer himself B - which indwells all of these thrones down through the ages and which directs the actions of the various beasts.

Not all of the characters of Revelation need to be physically embodied, earthly entities, although a case could certainly be made

for the idea that the Great Whore is the Talmudic state-within-a-state. Every one of the beasts under discussion had its Talmudic

or pre-Talmudic Jewish advisors, scribes, and agents, who sometimes served and other times subverted the governments of their

masters.

The Rome of the Caesars had its Jewish advisor/moneylender cliques; and even Papal Rome had Jewish influence to the extent

that certain rich Jews were able to buy their way into the Vatican and become Popes. The Medicis and the Borgias, through

bribery, both had their selections on the Papal throne. St. Ignatius Loyola was a A converted@ Jew who founded the Jesuits, the

secret A Society of Jesus@ , whose main function was the same as the Jewish ADL today, namely, to harass, embarrass,

prosecute, and even assassinate A heretics.@ Some modern heretics to meet this fate were John F. Kennedy, Robert Kennedy,

and Martin Luther King. When they turned against the secret societies, they were eliminated. The same thing could happen to

George W. Bush, Jesse Jackson or Al Sharpton the moment they cease to be useful to the Synagogue of Satan.

Daniel was contemporary with the third and fourth thrones of John= s vision of Seven Beasts, Babylon and Media-Persia. Then

followed Greece. Neither Daniel nor John were alive during the reign of Greece, but John was certainly familiar with it because

the remnants of Greek culture were to be found everywhere in the Middle East. In fact, the Sadducees, one of the anti-Christ

sects which competed with the scribes and Pharisees, were advocates of Greek culture. They adopted Greek customs, spoke

Greek as well as Aramaic, and they maintained many of the notions of Greek philosophy. (We might compare the Pharisees and

the Sadducees to today= s Democrats and Republicans, respectively. One camp is thoroughly corrupt while the other camp is out

of touch and plays the role of opposition doormat. Since the advent of the pro-Zionist Neocons, Jewry has taken total control of

both parties. Modern Republicanism is a mere pretense of conservatism.)

John is told that A ...five are fallen, one is, and the other is not yet come.@ (Vs. 10.) With Daniel we were dealing with a

succession of empires, one having defeated the other and assimilating the land, peoples, and cultures of the previous one. With

John, we must take into consideration two more empires which must also be counted among the historical thrones of the Anti-

Christ. In his second booklet on the subject, Bertrand Comparet suggests that we cannot overlook the empires of Assyria and

Egypt, for both were great in their day, although neither fit in with Daniel= s visions.

Says Comparet:

A ...somewhere around 770 B.C., Egypt was overrun and conquered by Negroes from the south, and they held it for about 70

years, and in that time Egypt became the Mulatto country that it is today, and all of Egypt= s greatness disappeared.@

A Daniel was writing in the mid 500's B.C., which was 150 years after Egypt finally threw off the Negroe yoke...Then came

Assyria. The Assyrian Empire was overthrown and destroyed. Nineveh fell in 612 B.C. But remember, Daniel wasn= t writing



until the mid 500's B.C. So, the Assyrian Empire was out of the way when Daniel wrote.@ B p. 7.

Since both of these empires ruled before Nebuchadnezzar, they naturally wouldn= t count as part of his dream images, but they

certainly must count as the first two of John= s A mountains@ upon which sits the great whore. A And upon her forehead was a

name written, MYSTERY BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.@ B Rev. 17:5.

Incidentally, it can be demonstrated historically, that the Canaanites had invaded Egypt and even controlled the northern part of

Egypt for a period of about 140 years. These Canaanites were known as the Hyksos kings, or Shepherd kings because of the herds

of animals they kept. These Hyksos kings made it a point to control the crossroads of trade through Egypt. As a result of this rule,

the profession of scribes (weights and measures, record-keeping, and accounting) arose among the Canaanites in order to

maintain and record trade in the area. This profession served them well in subsequent times and for other nations, as their

services were hired out to many nations. They eventually insinuated themselves into Palestine and Judea as paid servants, as

recorded in many places in the Old Testament. One of these professional groups became the record-keepers (scribes) of Judea,

eventually to become the very scribes which accompanied the Pharisees. With the infusion of these same Canaanites, known

more locally as Edomites or Idumeans, into the priesthood at Jerusalem starting around 150 BC under King John Hyrcanus of

Judah, we get a very clear idea of how the clique of scribes and Pharisees emerged in Judea. By pretending to be the allies of

true Judah, these Canaanite/Edomite Jews were, in reality, infiltrating and spying upon true Judah, waiting for the right moment

to stab the real Judahites in the back.

(The story of the Hyksos Kings is told in detail in a series of articles by Clifton A. Emahiser in the monthly newsletter, Watchman=

s Teaching Letter, January 2001 through October 2001. The address is 1012 N. Vine St. Fostoria Ohio 44830.)

The presence of the Edomites as early as this in Egypt also lends credence to the notion that the Great Whore is in fact the pre-

Talmudic state-within-a-state, for her presence is thus demonstrated as far back as the Egyptian Empire. Or, in other words, the

presence of the scheming and conniving Jewish advisor/moneylender clique is documented as a parasitic presence within all of

the beasts. This is the Great Whore in her physical incarnation. She has always tempted kings with sex, money, power, sabotage,

subterfuge and intrigue. Today, she degrades an entire planet with propaganda, organized crime, sex, drugs, and rock and roll;

and the latter has been perverted into an obnoxious hybrid, sans music, called A rap.@

So, in chronological order, we have documented six of the beasts of Revelation. They are 1. Egypt, 2.) Assyria, 3.) Babylon, 4.)

Media-Persia, 5.) Greece, and 6.) Rome.

Who is the seventh? What is the identity of the 7
th

 empire? Who or what succeeded the Holy Roman Empire?

The answer, in a word, is: Napoleon.

Continuing with Comparet:

A The old Holy Roman Empire was fizzling out completely. Napoleon had already licked a number of the kingdoms that were

part of the main strength of the Holy Roman Empire. So the Pope was going to crown Napoleon again, and say, You see, you got

your empire from me. I conferred it and I can take it back. But Napoleon wasn= t having any. He walked up and seized the

crown out of the Pope= s hands and with his own hands placed it on top of his head. He had gotten there on his own stead and

he was letting the world know it. So, December 2
nd

, 1804, Napoleon crowned himself Emperor.@ B p. 15.

Napoleon, like a reincarnated Alexander, continued to expand his empire with military conquests until his disastrous campaign in

Russia and with his final defeat by Wellington at Waterloo in June of 1815.

Rev. 17:10 tells us of the seventh king (remember, the angel is speaking to John around 90 AD): A ...and the other is not yet

come; and when he cometh, he must continue a short space.@ Napoleon= s empire was indeed of short duration, having lasted

only ten and a half years from his crowning until his total defeat. Some count his reign as 17 years, beginning from his defeat of

the Papal States in 1798.

Now, read very carefully, for we are about to come to our own time:

A And the beast that was, and is not, even he is the eighth, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition. And the ten horns

which thou sawest are ten kings which have received no kingdom as yet, but receive power as kings one hour with the beast.

These have one mind, and shall give their power and strength to the beast. These shall make war with the Lamb, and the Lamb

shall overcome them: for he is Lord of lords, and King of kings: and they that are with him are called, and chosen, and

faithful.@ Vs. 11 - 14.

First, notice that it is those who have faith in Christ that are A chosen@ , not those who deny him, such as the Jews. A Who is a

liar but he that denieth that Jesus is the Christ? He is antichrist, that denieth the Father and the Son.@ B I John 2:22. How can

anyone hold Scriptually that the Jews are the A chosen people@ when 1.) they deny that Jesus is the Messiah, Christ, Anointed

One, and 2.) the true A chosen@ are those who are faithful to Christ. What an absurd teaching it is of the pro-Zionist cults to

suggest that these evil monsters will suddenly convert to Christianity and be A saved.@ I think Yahweh Himself is laughing at that

one! Yet, people swallow this vomit wholesale!!

What kind of Christians are they who swear that the avowed enemies of Christ, namely, the A synagogue of Satan@ , are at the

same time the A chosen people@ of Yahweh God? Are the executioners of His Son the A chosen@ ? Isn= t there something illogical

here? Are pro-Zionist cults true Christians or are they shabez goyim? B traitors to true Israel and duped agents of the Anti-Christ?

What kind of perversion of the truth is going on here? Who is behind this perversion? Who is the 8
th

 beast that A deceiveth the

whole world@ except for the elect?

With respect to the ten nations that are to rise with the Eighth Beast, the A Empire of Merchants,@ I believe that these are taking

shape this very moment as part of the UN= s plan to divide the planet into Ten Regions. We will see.



The Plot Thickens and the Temperature Begins to Rise

.A For this is the message that ye heard from the beginning, that we should love one another. Not as Cain, who was of that

wicked one, and slew his brother. And wherefore slew he him? Because his own works were evil, and his brother= s righteous.

Marvel not, my brethren, if the world hate you.@ -- I John 3:11-13.

I John 3 reaffirms our thesis that there are two seedlines: a wicked seedline of murderers from Lucifer through Cain, then to the

Kenites, then the Sephardic Canaanites and finally the Edomites who inhabited Idumea directly south of Judah, plus the more

recent addition of most of the Khazar/Ashkenazi. All of these people, as Kenites (descendants of Cain), have the genetic code of

Satan in them and they are predisposed to evil B except for some pure-blooded Japhethites who are Jews by religion and not by

genetics. This predisposition to murder, passed on from the Serpent (Nachash) to Cain, is the cause of the A enmity@ between

Eve= s seed and Satan= s seed of Genesis 3:15 (between Israelites and Jews). It is almost as if they are an alien seed from

another Universe which has invaded the known Universe and their seed threatens to kill ours with a parasitic infection.

In 1957, the original version of the science fiction thriller, The Invasion of the Body Snatchers, was released. In that movie, seed

pods from outer space were placed in the homes of human beings and these seed pods produced exact look-alikes of each human

being such that the unsuspecting humans could not tell that they were being replaced by aliens. In much the same way, Jews

have infiltrated our Anglo-Saxon societies, replaced us in positions of authority, subverted our governments, caused chaos

throughout the planet, while we Anglo-Saxons get the blame for their treachery! But, in this case, it is a true horror story!

Surely, Mr. & Mrs. Anglo-Saxon, is it not time to wake up and expose this threat before it consumes us entirely? Even if you do

not believe in the two-seedline doctrine, or even in the God of our Bible, the immorality of Zionist treachery should be the

number one moral, spiritual, and political concern of your life. As long as the Jews continue to impersonate Israel and get away

with it, millions of innocent people will continue to be pauperized, debauched, exploited, and butchered by the seed of Cain.

The Great Impersonation of Israel by Jewry must be exposed for the entire world to see, so, like cockroaches who flee from

exposure to the light, the Edomites will flee from the Truth. A Ye shall know the truth and the truth shall set you free.@ If you

do not value God= s truth more than you value your own human existence, then you still have no comprehension of what is at

stake: your God-given soul, not to mention health, peace, prosperity, and spiritual growth.

So, while the Jews have established a world-wide entertainment and news industry (Disney, Viacom, ABC, NBC, CBS, Reuters,

etc.) which parallels the bread and circuses of pagan and decadent Rome, we sit on our hands while our women are raped,

enslaved, and trashed by non-Whites of all shades. We take illicit drugs that poison our minds and souls. We listen to politically

correct propaganda that rationalizes all the evils of the world and pretends everything is all right or blames it on the White Man.

We turn a blind eye to the terrorist Israeli State and call it A good.@

Mr. And Mrs. Christian, has the whole world been deceived or not? Admit it. You have been deceived and you are being fattened

for the slaughter predicted by Albert Pike, head of World Freemasonry during the Civil War and subsequently an infiltrator and

subverter of the Ku Klux Klan after the War. He predicted the first two world wars and their outcomes (the victory of

international communism via the Secret Societies) and he predicted a third war which would involve America being attacked

from outside its borders. Loose immigration policies and the invasion of Mexicans from across the border is the Zionist tactic of

diluting the White Race and eliminating White resistance over the long term.

We have been deceived and we are being eased into a mindset of giving up our liberties in favor of more government control A

for our own protection.@ With stage-managed A terrorist attacks@ like the Oklahoma City bombing and the 1993 and 2001

attacks of the World Trade Center, Americans are being duped into following the game plan for the 8
th

 Beast= s New World

Order.

Few people realize how stage-managed all international conflicts are. The blatant demagoguery of the Bush administration in its

attack on Iraq is too obvious. Fanning the flames of A patriotism,@ the American people are whipped into a frenzy against a non-

existent foe, Al Quaeda. The publicly stated reason for invading Iraq was the alleged existence of A weapons of mass

destruction.@ No such weapons were ever found, neither chemical nor biological. At the same time, the Israeli State possesses

tactical nuclear weapons! Don= t think for a minute that these fanatics won= t use these weapons! Why aren= t we telling the

Jews to disarm? B especially since the Israeli State is a theocratic/military dictatorship, not a democracy.

If Saddam Hussein had actually had such weapons in usable form, he certainly would have used them. Zionist strategy in the

Middle East is simple: the Muslim dominoes must fall. Iran is next. Let the American military machine do the dirty work for the

Zionists, and let the American taxpayer pay for it and provide the cannon fodder. The Bush family= s profiteering and the

Zionists= imperialistic designs have engineered America= s assault on the Muslim world. The Muslim world is the only part of the

world which does not employ the Jewish usury system of debt-capital. As such, Islam is the only true obstacle to complete Zionist

domination.

Throughout history, patriotism, nationalism, fear tactics and ethnic pride have been used to whip people into a warlike frenzy.

The war on Iraq was no different. The American people have had little inkling that their leadership has been utterly corrupted by

Zionism, and that Zionism will use our military for all it is worth. Our people have been manipulated like herds of cattle into

corrals of fear and retaliation. The Zionist International creates tensions between two states and their politicians employ

demagoguery and demonization in order to gain support for military operations.

Think. Think. Think.

Wake up. Wake up. Wake up.

This is not an armchair liberal parlor game. This is life and death and YOU, Mr. and Mrs. Anglo-Saxon, are the prime targets for

extermination. The Anti-Christ knows full well that, after the Muslim world has been defeated, the only obstacle to his success

will be Christianity as it is practiced by the Anglo-Saxons. It is this Christianity which has built the world as we know it. The Anti-

Christ, if he has to, will destroy all of this in order to eliminate your being and your faith, and, ultimately, your SEED.

The hour is late. The Titanic is sinking and you see fish swimming around outside your porthole. The time has come to act.



If, at the moment, you do not know what to do, then start praying for Israel= s national re-emergence and redemption. Pray,

especially, the 91
st

 Psalm for you and your family= s protection. Then ask Yahweh, your God, to send His Son in Judgment

quickly, before it is too late. A Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest.@ -- Luke 10:2.

The very first attempt to establish a One-World-Government was the Congress of Vienna in 1815. Indeed, the international

financiers who wanted to see Monarchy and Church destroyed had even financed Napoleon until they realized he was his own

man and wasn= t going to play the game the way they had it scripted. They wanted a dictator whom they could directly

manipulate from behind the scenes, so they could get the spoils while the visible leader would take the heat. (Realize that

George W. Bush is in exactly this situation today, in the year 2003, as is Tony Blair of Great Britain. Who is the leading Shabez

Goy of your country?)

So under the guise of a A world peace movement@ , they had set their One-World-Government machinery into motion in 1815,

the very year in which Napoleon was defeated at Waterloo with the help of Rothschild money. The fact is that the Rothschild

banking family had most of its money invested in the war against Napoleon. The mainland European nation-states, which were

defending themselves against Napoleon -- such as Austria, the German Provinces, Italy, Spain, etc. -- had all been forced to

borrow money from the Rothschilds in order to supply their armies. This gave the Rothschilds immense power and influence

within the governments of these nations, and, in effect, dominion over them because they had the power of the purse.

Amschel Mayer Rothschild put it very well in a surprisingly candid statement: A Give me the power to issue a nation= s currency

and I care not who makes its laws.@ The average citizen has no idea of the power wielded by the international bankers: how

wars have been fought solely for their profit and for the liquidation of Anglo-Saxon Christendom. To understand the leverage

such wealth has over nations, it must be understood that the Rothschilds had established five branches of their international

banking operations in five European capitals: Frankfurt (the home office), London, Paris, Vienna, and Naples.

The question might be asked, A Why didn= t the leaders of these nations just confiscate the wealth of the Rothschilds or just kill

them to get them out of the way?@ This is a very good question. The answer is that since the Rothschild Empire was so far-flung

and since they always had a branch bank or an affiliated bank operating in the enemy camp, the Rothschilds were just as capable

of making war on any nation as these nations themselves. If, for example, the Emperor of Austria were to try to rid himself of

the Rothschilds in Austria, the following sequence of events would have occurred:

1.) All credit from the international bankers would be cut off, and the country would have to run its military operations either

through raising taxes or through deficit spending and inflationary expansion of the money supply. Such a move always risks

bankrupting the entire nation.

2.) The Rothschilds would raise armies against Austria by simply using their wealth to hire mercenaries or by bribing governments

into using their armies against the Austrians. (This is exactly why the American military has been engaged against Saddam

Hussein.) As students of military history know very well, the allegiances of warring parties can switch unaccountably in the

middle of hostilities. The usual reason for this is potential losses (or gains) by commercial and banking interests which might

result from the war. Since few history books contain the stories of how Big Business profited from World Wars I & II, few people

understand how the strategy of war is determined by financial gain. (Many Americans assumed, rightly, that Rockefeller oil

interests were a primary motivation for the Vietnam War and the two Gulf Wars. About such facts, the kosher media is silent.)

3.) The Rothschilds, since they not only controlled the banking industry, but all sorts of goods and services, such as diamonds,

newspapers, shipping, food, etc. (they had already become the economic middlemen of Europe), could easily cut Austria off from

virtually all trade with other countries and leave that Empire totally without all but indigenous resources. The Zionists did

exactly that to Germany, when, in 1933, they declared an embargo against Germany because Hitler refused to do business with

Jewish bankers.

So, if you did not understand the world-wide implications of control of markets and how these markets can be used to bring

nations to their knees, you should now understand how the process works. The only way Europe could have gotten rid of the

Rothschild banking parasite is if the warring factions simultaneously eliminated all of the Rothschild banks; but that would have

required cooperation between military enemies! Not a likely scenario. The only possibility of this happening is if wise factions

within each camp could cooperate and bring about a simultaneous coup against the international bankers within each nation!

Something to think about for the next war!

So, the 8
th

 Beast is internationalism itself, that is, international commerce, as created by and practiced by the Jewish, Talmudic

banking class. Mystery Babylon = the Zionist International. Internationalism has always been a conspiracy by the super-rich

Zionists to gain control of nations. Of this there is no doubt; and this historical development was predicted by the Book of

Revelation. The fact is that no independent nation had ever had any motivation to create an international government. The

motivation has always come from the cosmopolitan Jew.

Internationalism has always been the modus operandi of Jewish commerce. This should be one of the most obvious facts of

history, but our history books are silent on this subject. As explained earlier, control of commerce by the Canaanites was

demonstrated as early as the Egyption Empire by the Hyksos Kings. They are the past masters of international exploitation

through commerce. In fact, the word > Canaanite= means A merchant.@

Non-Jewish commerce, until the recent development of the international corporations, has always been limited to local or

national enterprise, so when non-Jews get involved in international commerce, they find very difficult barriers to overcome in

terms of long-established Jewish dominance. The diamond trade is a perfect example of this. The rabbis have a monopoly on

diamond cutting, distribution and manufacture. A Gentiles need not apply@ ! The only reason that the A Gentiles@ (nations) were

able to get into the international market is because of Arab oil. The American oil men became the allies of Arab oil and America

thus became a world economic empire in spite of the Jews. The complete story of behind-the-scenes dealings in international

trade is a story that must be told. It is too big a subject for the present.

Here is wisdom:



International Zionism is a result of two dynamic forces: Talmudic Neo-Messianism and Rothschild money

The 8
th

 Beast of Revelation is Internationalism with a capital > I= . More specifically, the Jewish International, which has always

been secretly behind international communism, semi-secretly behind international monopolism, and openly behind Zionism,

seeks to establish its world dictatorship in Jerusalem, that tortured city. In their own publications, the Jews tout the idea of

making Jerusalem the headquarters of the Beast= s government. Perish the thought. Of course, the Beast= s present outward

appearance is that of the United Nations Organization.

Let us find out a little more about this last beast. Rev. 12:9 states, A And that great dragon was cast out, that old serpent,

called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world; he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with

him.@ Lucifer, that archangel who rebelled and became a wise and crafty serpent, having been cast out of heaven and onto the

earth, assumed human form, beguiled Eve and begat Cain through himself. And with his cohort of fallen angels, they created a

race or breed of people to continue on earth the rebellion which began in heaven.

A Thou hast been in Eden the Garden of God.@ B Ezekiel 28:13-17. ...Thou wast perfect in thy ways from the day thou wast

created, till iniquity was found in thee...Thine heart was lifted up because of thy beauty, thou hast corrupted thy wisdom by

reason of thy brightness: I will cast thee to the ground, I will lay thee before kings, that they may behold thee

Yahweh God cast them down from heaven into this solar system and they finally came to rest on planet earth. It is quite possible

that these fallen angels have done much damage already in this solar system. There are legends of a planet named Marduk which

was blown up (A Merodach is broken in pieces.@ B Jer. 50:1) and is now the asteroid belt. Also, Mars shows definite signs of

previous intelligent life. NASA refuses to release the most recent photographs of the surface of Mars. There is evidence of

pyramidal structures on Mars. So, Mars may also have seen some major upheaval.

This beautiful planet, Earth, is the last stand for the fallen angels

 

 

How Was the Rebellion of Lucifer Possible?

At this point, it may be appropriate to discuss a few metaphysical ideas. God has given all of us Consciousness, Free Will,

Intelligence, and some kind of body, be it human, angelic, or otherwise, in which this Consciousness and Free Will resides.

Obviously, this Free Will is not absolute, for we are subject to gravity, hunger, thirst, and other laws of nature and of biology, not

to mention Yahweh= s moral law.

It would be meaningless for us to have both Free Will and Consciousness if these powers did not involve the ability to choose

evil. If we were mere observers of reality who have no power to influence it with our free will, then there is no possibility of

culpability; but it is obvious that the Bible teaches that we do have the power to choose evil over good. > Evil= could be defined

as any behavior that is hurtful to others or destructive of the Universal Harmony which God has created. This Universal Harmony

is based on His Law. It IS His Law in operation. His Law is that which sustains the Universe. Consequently, those beings which

refuse to obey and repeatedly break His Law must eventually be dealt with, for the Universal Order could be disrupted. So, when

beings of intelligence use their intelligence and free will to harm others, God gives them fair warning: repent or be destroyed.

God created Adam and Eve to bring forth a race of light-beings who were supposed to show the earthbound Luciferians how

peaceful and joyous life can be by following God= s Law. What happened? Adam and Eve fell into the trap that was laid by

Lucifer, and they succumbed to his deception. They didn= t think they could be deceived. The last six thousand years of history

is the working-out of this scenario. Since the Adamites failed in their assignment, God had to send His Son to earth to save us as

well. And this is the great drama which we are living out right now. The six thousand years is nearly over. We are headed for a

climax, if the Bible is to be believed. Considering how accurate the Bible has been so far, both historically and prophetically, it

would be foolish to go against its Word. And that Word says that we are in for some mighty exciting times. The resolution of the

age-old Luciferian rebellion is upon us.

We, indeed, are the end-time generation. World War III has already started, and the resolution of the main theme of the Bible,

the clash between the Two Seeds of Genesis, is about to see its Armageddon. God will have no choice but to annihilate the Evil

One and his followers.

\

I realize that modern, feel-good, A God loves everybody@ Christianity avoids the subject of God= s wrath. The Sunday-morning

Churchiantiy of appeasement has replaced the fire and brimstone preaching of the previous era. Such A modern@ Christians

recoil at the idea that God could be so violent, or even judgmental. But this attitude is based on ignorance of God= s word and it

totally misunderstands what is at stake. It is not just a matter of being nice to sinners (be it known that A being nice to sinners@

has never converted any numbers of them). It is a matter of rooting out the brain cancer that threatens to destroy the life of the

victim! Either the cancer is destroyed or the patient dies! The cure must be implemented for the sake of the body, and that

means that every cancer cell must be either healed (converted and redeemed) or destroyed (burned with fire). Yahweh= s

patience is running out; and if this judgment seems too severe to you, then I can only say A Who are you to second-guess God?

Do you have any idea, as a mere human being, of what is at stake? It is time to take the Bible at its word.@

Saith the Lord in Malachi, Chapter 1, Verse 3: A And I hated Esau, and laid his mountains and his heritage waste for the dragons

of the wilderness.@ Esau did not wilt, rather, A Whereas Edom saith, We are impoverished, but we will return and build the

desolate places [the Zionist State]; thus saith the Lord of hosts, They shall build, but I will throw down; and they shall call

them, The border of wickedness, and, The people against whom the Lord hath indignation forever.@ B Mal. 1:4.

You have to admire their chutzpah! Rebellious to the bitter end!

But, we all know who is going to win this battle. Note this statement very carefully: A ...and in that day there shall be no more

the Canaanites in the house of the Lord of hosts.@ B Zech. 14:21. In other writings I have repeatedly demonstrated that the



Jews are descendned from Canaanites, not for the Israelites. These Canaanites have deceived the whole world by pretending to

be Israel. Are you beginning to see what is about to happen? Is this bold-print statement just too unbelievable? If it is, then you

haven= t been studying your Bible. Those churches which ignore the Word of Prophecy are due for just as big a shock as the

Edomites/Canaanites. Prepare ye for the Day of Judgment. Read the parable of the wise and foolish virgins. It applies to today.

A For, behold, the day cometh, that shall burn as an oven; and all the proud, yea, and all that do wickedly, shall be stubble;

and the day that cometh shall burn them up, saith the Lord of hosts, that it shall leave them neither root nor branch.@ B Mal.

4:1. A Neither root nor branch@ sounds an awful lot like total extermination of the Serpent= s seed. That is what the Judgment

Day is all about. Those who ally themselves with the 8
th

 Beast will go down in flames with him. Lucifer, whose name was

changed to Satan when he was bound to planet Earth, will receive his judgment very soon. The only question is: Who will burn

with him?

Those who follow God= s Law will be saved. Those who continue to rebel against it will be burnt to a crisp. I think that in this

case the words of the Bible can be taken literally.

A And I saw the beast, and the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to make war against him that sat on the

[white] horse, and against his army.@ B Rev. 19:19. The rider of this White Horse is Jesus Christ at the head of his judgment

army.

A And the beast was taken, and with him the false prophet that wrought miracles before him, with which he defeated them

that had received the mark of the beast, and them that worshipped his image. These were both cast alive into a lake of fire

burning with brimstone.@ B Rev. 19:20. A And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death.@ B Rev.

20:14.

There is no surviving the second death. The first death is the death of the body. The second death can only be the death of the

soul. It= s goodbye forever. Many of the followers of Lucifer, in their impudence, will choose this route. For those who do, Jesus

tells us this parable of the wheat and the tares:

A He that soweth the good seed is the Son of man; The field is the world; the good seed are the children of the kingdom; but

the tares are the children of the wicked one; The enemy that sowed them is the devil; and the reapers are the angels. As

therefore the tares are gathered and burned in the fire; so shall it be in the end of this world. The Son of man shall send forth

his angels, and they shall gather out of his kingdom all things that offend, and them which do iniquity; And shall cast them into

a furnace of fire: there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth. Then shall the righteous shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of

their Father. Who hath ears to hear, let him hear.@ B Matt. 13:38-43.

Good Christian, do you still think that you will be raptured out of the tribulation if you support the Christ-hating Edomites

The throne of the Anti-Christ resides in the Zionist International, in the Israeli State, and in the United Nations. This is the Anti-

Christ= s tripartite empire. It is Satan= s mimicry and mockery of the Holy Trinity, and it will be utterly destroyed. Now, it

behooves all good Christians to come out of Babylon before it is too late.

While you still have a choice, A come out of Babylon.@

The Anti-Christ Deceives the Whole World

Right NowChapter 13 of Revelation gives us a separate vision of the earthly anti-Christ. The first beast is the familiar one of A

seven heads and ten horns.@ Then comes a second beast: A And I beheld another beast, coming up out of the earth; and he had

two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon. And he exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth the

earth and they which dwell therein to worship the first beast whose deadly wound was healed.@ (Rev. 13:11, 12.) But the beast

whose deadly wound was healed was Rome, which A died@ and which was reborn as the Holy Roman Empire, which today still

survives as the Catholic Church.

I think it is fair to say that the Catholic Church is still a very powerful organization. Although it was divested of military power by

Napoleon, and although it no longer has direct political control of nations, it still has much political and religious influence due to

the vast numbers of people whom it leads. The Papacy still survives after all these years.

Now, we have two beasts being spoken of here. The first is a completely new beast which comes up A out of the earth@ . This is

something completely new, for all of the other beasts have come up A out of the sea.@ By Revelation= s own self-explanatory

narrative, A seas@ are peoples, or populations of nations. But this new beast has come up out of the earth, not the sea. First of

all, we can say that all of the beasts that had come up out of the sea were leaders of nations, and the people of those nations or

empires recognized these beasts as their leaders. Of this there is no question.

But the eighth beast is completely different from the previous seven in that it is not a recognized government. The A earth@ is a

different element from the A sea@ . Now, numerous differences in these elements can be pointed out, but I would submit that

the most important of these are that: 1.) The A earth@ is a different type of people. 2.) The A earth@ contains caves and forests

in which these people can hide or disguise themselves. 3.) The A earth@ is the final resting place of Lucifer= s seed as in Genesis,

Chapter 3. We are merely being consistent from Genesis to Revelation.

Since this government is not recognized by the peoples of the sea, it must be a government which operates behind the scenes, as

a puppetmaster who directs the puppet show. So, from what we know of the 8
th

 Beast, which is the Talmudic Zionist

International, we would expect the Zionists to form a behind-the-scenes alliance with the Catholic Church. And, indeed, that is

what we find. Although there is very little publicity about this historical event (naturally!), there has indeed been a movement

afoot at the present time by the Zionists to alter the character of the Catholic faith and bring it into line with Talmudic Judaism.

This alteration began with the Second Vatican Council which was called by Pope John XXIII. From then until now, the Jews have

been putting pressure on the popes to 1.) absolve the Jews of the guilt for the murder of Christ, 2.) censure Pope Pius XII for not

criticizing the holocaust while it wasn= t happening, 3.) apologize for A cooperating@ with the Nazis during World War II, and

host of other capitulations which all go to demonstrate one singular fact: The Jews are calling the shots in the Vatican.



One of the main features of the drive toward One World Government is the simultaneous attempt to establish a One World

Religion. The World Council of Churches, along with the international religious movement called secular humanism, in addition

to such naive New Age movements as the Bahai faith and numerous others which promote the One World ideology, are all part of

the International= s world power grab. A host of well-intentioned but utterly deceived activists are all doing their very best B of

course, unwittingly B to ensure that the Eighth Beast achieves its full power. And the ecumenical @ sea@ beast of Rev. 13:12 is to

be held up for worship by the A earth@ beast of Rev. 13:11. Considering how world Jewry is converting Catholicism into crypto-

Judaism, we are seeing this prophecy being fulfilled before our very eyes.

Even now, there is a movement under way to move the Vatican from Rome, the capital of Catholicism for centuries, to

Jerusalem. The purpose of this move is for Judaism to insinuate itself into the Moslem-held portions of Jerusalem via the Pope.

Two things will result from such a move: 1.) It will pit the Muslim World and the Catholic (nominally Christian) World into a fierce

struggle against one another, thus deflecting Muslim wrath away from the Jews themselves, and 2.) under the guise of this new A

Catholicism,@ Jewry will quietly take over all of Jerusalem. Thus taking advantage of another World War, Jewry will kick the

Muslims out of Jerusalem, even attempting to destroy the Islamic Mosque of Jerusalem, the Dome of the Rock. The Israeli

government has already started excavations near the Dome, presumably for archeological reasons, but there may be an ulterior

motive for these A excavations@ .

In September of 1996, 61 Arabs and 15 Israeli soldiers were killed in violence that erupted during a demonstration against the

on-going construction of this archeological tunnel.

Will the next Pope be a Jew? As part of the Oslo Accords of 1993, a little-known clause was adopted which stipulates a possible

shift of the headquarters of the Catholic Church from Rome to Jerusalem. Will Pope Benedict pull this off before dies? If not he,

then who? Who is next in line? It is quite possible that the next Pope will be the Jewish-born Archbishop of Paris, Aaron Lustiger.

(Lustiger: A Lust for power@ ?) Now known as Cardinal Jean-Marie Lustiger, he would be one of the leading candidates for the

Papacy. Given what is going on behind the scenes, the next Papal election will be a most interesting one.

As long as the Americans, the British, the Catholics and the Protestants can be maneuvered by Zionist money into fighting

Judaism= s battles for the sake of Jewry, the Jews stand to gain tremendously without shedding very much Jewish blood. But

once this fact is accomplished, the Jews will be unable to restrain themselves; and they will start bragging about their victory,

thus revealing the true treachery in all of their actions. At this point, Biblical prophecy will be fulfilled again, where Paul

exclaimed: A Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling away first, and

that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition.@ B II Thes. 2:3.

This is the famous Great Apostasy of Christendom, a prophecy which has most definitely come true in the Twentieth Century, for

Christianity has abandoned the Law in favor of the A Leaven of the Pharisees.@ It has abandoned the Scriptures in favor of self-

flattery. Major portions of Scripture are totally ignored or distorted by Churchianity today. Christianity has become a lukewarm

cup of coffee; and Jesus will spew it out of His mouth.

But this verse also declares that before Jesus comes again, the man of sin, the son of perdition, will be revealed. That man of sin

is, very simply, the Talmudic rabbi. Once the world finds out about all of the scheming, conniving, treachery, terrorism,

assassination, bribery, and genocide that have been going on in the name of World Peace, there will be an unprecedented

backlash, a backlash which will culminate in the battle of Armageddon.

Then, finally, there will be peace -- but not until the Jews have done their absolute damnedest to achieve their goal of world

conquest by deception and intrigue.

The Catholic Church, along with just about every other major religious denomination (demon-nation?), has, since Pope John

XXIII, been promoting liberalism and modernism, two doctrines with which the Church had formerly been at war for centuries.

Most Catholics just went on with their lives, but many resisted the changes of Vatican II with all of their substance. Others left

the Church for its evident hypocrisy. These Catholics are to be praised for realizing that Vatican II was a deal with the devil, a

most serious rejection and reversal of Catholicism itself.

Along with liberalism and modernism, many organizations within the Church, such as the Jesuits, openly promoted Marxism by

renaming it A liberation theology@ . Liberation theology is nothing but Talmudism dressed up for the gullible masses of modern,

world-peace-through-big-government, feel-good Churchianity. The fact that Jesuit priests and nuns encourage poor people to

take up arms against their A oppressors@ is lost upon these liberal Christians. They do not seem to realize that it is they

themselves who are the bourgeois oppressors! B and the bullets of liberation theology will one day strike down these same A

oppressors.@ As Lenin put it so frankly: A Liberals are useful idiots.@

Liberation theology promises materialistic rewards (A equitable redistribution of resources@ ) where the Church formerly

promised only a more rewarding spiritual life, but it delivers only dictatorship. Nicaragua is a perfect example of the fruit of

Liberation Theology. The World Council of Churches openly advocated and even financed virtually every third-world

revolutionary movement that happened to spring up in the latter half of the Twentieth Century. This is Christianity? These are

the facts. Perusal of their grant-making policy reveals the communist bias. While these institutions condemn the capitalist world

(read A White Christendom@ ) for its greed and colonialism, they express nary a word of opposition to communist imperialism

and genocide, atrocities which occurred on such a huge and damning scale that it is a wonder that anyone would publicly admit

to being a communist. (At last count, the communists of the 20
th

 Century had slaughtered 80 to 100 millions of their own

subjects. This includes the Soviet Union, Red China, plus the smaller regimes of Pol Pot, Fidel Castro, and others.) Marxism has

been thoroughly discredited everywhere except in the university classrooms and in the modernist pulpits; and the Kosher press

keeps giving these ultra-leftists a forum. If ever there existed a Satanic hypocrisy, it is in these institutions!

Marx said, A Religion is the opiate of the masses.@ And I say that communism is the opiate of the intellectuals. Communism is the

faith which the left wing has in itself to dictate the terms of life to those less educated (brainwashed) than themselves. The irony

of all this is to demonstrate how stupid one can be in spite of a $100,000 A education.@



And the Christian World quietly sleeps on while the Titanic sinks. However, very soon, Christendom will start to awaken. This is a

development which the Zionists fear like the plague. As more and more people stand up to condemn Zionist terrorism and

treachery, the more acrid will be the Zionist hyperbole, and the more sinister they will appear. In other words, their true nature

will start to become obvious to everyone. The man of sin will be revealed.

666: the Number of Man

Some Protestant denominations used to identify the Catholic Church with the Anti-Christ by pointing out that the Pope= s title in

Latin, Vicarius Filii Dei, adds up to 666 by using Roman numerals. This is how it works:

V = 5 F = 0 D = 500

I = 1 I = 1 E = 0

C = 100 L = 50 I = 1

A = 0 I = 1

R = 0 I = 1

I = 1

U = 5 (same as V)

S = 0

 

112 + 53 + 501 = 666.

6 -pointed Star of Rothschild,6 million, 6 -Day War.Yes, this is true. At one time, the Catholic Church, then known as the Holy

Roman Empire, was the sixth beast of Revelation; but that beast was defeated by Napoleon. An eighth beast has since taken over

and it is also known by three sixes. In this case it is not so obvious but it is nevertheless well known by everybody that the Jews

have three sixes associated with them. These are

 

The

The myth of the

And the

No other group of people on the face of the earth can claim to have the number six associated with themselves in three such

famous ways.

The Six-pointed Star of Solomon was renamed the A Star of David@ by the Zionists. King David was never associated with such a

star. The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, in a feature entitled A The six Pointed Star,@ states: A It is only in Jewish sources that

the interlaced triangles are called > Shield of David,= as non-Jewish sources call the symbol the > Seal of Solomon.@ B p.507.

The reason for this is obvious to students of ancient history: the six-pointed star is of pre-Israelite, pagan origin. It is referred to

as the A Star of Solomon@ because Solomon adopted the symbol when he began whoring with the women and gods of other

nations. As such, the interlaced triangles are yet another symbol of Jewish miscegenation and sex worship.

James Lloyd, in an article entitled The Star of Solomon, argues that the interlaced triangles have their origin in Babylon with the

god, Molech. The Apostle, Stephen, had rebuked the Sanhedrin for their doctrine: A Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of Molech,

and the star of your god, Remphan, figures which ye made to worship; and I will carry you away beyond Babylon.@ B Acts 7:43.

Says Lloyd in his superb study: A At least one linguist felt that the English equivalent should be spelled Rephan. This would

closely approximate the root word repha, who was related to the Rephaim B who were known to be descendants of the

Nephilim. It appears that Stephen recognized the fact that the Jewish priesthood was actually worshipping the fallen angels

and the Nephilim-Rephaim as far as the time of Moses. B Apocalypse Chronicles, Vol. 7, #1, P.9.

Lloyd does not realize that there were no Jewish priests among Israel at the time of Moses. There were, however, proto-Jewish

priests in Babylon; and it is from these Babylonian priests that such worship later was insinuated into the Judean worship just

before the time of Christ. It was the Pharisees who eventually adopted this form of worship and added it to the Torah. This is

how the Talmud (the Torah plus rabbinical additions) took shape.

As far as the Six-Day War of 1967 is concerned, the world has seen yet another Jewish propaganda coup, for the Egyptians were

under the assumption that the Soviets were their allies against Israel. Of course, nothing could have been further from the truth.

The Soviet Union was a creation of the Zionists and has always been supported by Zionist money for the express purpose of

dividing the goyim nations into competing factions. This divide and conquer strategy worked well on the Egyptians, who were in

fact sabotaged by the Soviets.

The Spotlight of January 23, 1984 reported on a speech by Ivor Benson, South African freedom fighter. The speech was entitled,

A Africa and the Middle East B the New Imperialism.@ Mr. Benson described the Israeli-Soviet posture as A Monstrously false and

deliberately fraudulent, the perception of Israel as a Western bastion of resistance to Soviet expansionism.@

According to Mr. Benson, former Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion stated in a speech at Haifa University, June 8, 1970, regarding

the formation of the Israeli State: A Russia supplied us with arms that helped us to survive our war of independence.@ And with



regard to the then current Soviet posture of supporting the Arab world, Mr. Ben-Gurion is quoted as saying, A Present Soviet

policy is only a passing phase.@

Indeed, the Israeli State, the so-called A bastion of democracy in the Middle East,@ has been supporting Red China for many years

as well. By selling military hardware and computer equipment to Red China, Zion-Israel shows its true colors: treason toward all

democracies.

In a 12/17/00 internet story from the Jubilee Newspaper, entitled A Strange Bedfellows: China and Israel@ : A Former CIA

Director James Woolsey testified Israel has covertly sold > several billions= of dollars worth of top-secret US technology to

China since 1983. The Inspector General of the US State Department found, in a 1992 report, a > systematic and growing

pattern= of Israel selling American military technology in direct violation of US law. That report concluded Israel was supplying

arms based on restricted American technology to China, Chile, Ethiopia, and South Africa, all of whom were then under US arms

embargo.@

We bless them with our money and other gifts. They curse us with their deceit and treachery; and then they tell us to go to hell

if we dare to complain. Something is rotten in D.C. Something is rotten in New York, London, and Tel Aviv.

Let us now return to the Book of Revelation.

Consider the following facts with regard to Mystery Babylon, the Talmudic Eighth Beast, the United Nations:

1.) It is the brainchild of the Zionist Rothschild family.

2.) It is the direct descendant of the Zionist-inspired League of Nations.

A The League of Nations is a Jewish conception.@ B Israel Zangwill in the Jewish Guardian, June 11, 1920. A The League of

Nations is a Jewish idea. We created it after a fight of twenty-five years.@ B Nahum Sokolow, Carlsbad Zionist Congress, Aug.

27, 1922.

3.) The present land upon which the Beast sits in New York City was donated by the Rockefeller family. The Rockefeller family

joined forces with the Rothschild family in the year 1913 when the Rothschilds, Rockefellers, Morgans, and Warburgs combined

to create three of the most vicious anti-American institutions that ever existed: The Federal Reserve Bank, the Income Tax

Amendment, and the Tax-Exempt Foundations. These three institutions serve as the Talmudic Trojan Horse which drains America

of its resources and redirects those resources to serve the Zionist International.

4.) It is a world clearing-house for anti-Christian propaganda. This propaganda includes the output of socialists, communists, anti-

White racists, secular humanists, and occultists. This last form of propaganda often cleverly disguises itself as pro-Christian, but

within this A Christian camouflage@ is contained the usual A One World@ motif, which is just so much pablum for the deceived

masses. Don= t you know, dear Christian, the United Nations, by overcoming national boundaries, is the world= s ONLY HOPE FOR

PEACE? ...Satan said with a smile.

5.) It is the most anti-democratic organization in the world since none of its officials are elected by the people. All of the United

Nations= officials are appointed by various committees, if not by Mr. Rockefeller or the Kehilla (Jewish world leadership

committee)itself. It is amazing to watch otherwise vocal proponents of democracy who either fail to see or simply ignore this

glaringly obvious anti-democratic crack in the facade.

6.) The United Nations created the modern State of Israel by a resolution on November 29, 1947. Thus the United Nations

Organization is shown here as again giving A power unto the beast@ . (Book of Revelation, 12: 3-6, 7-9; and 13:11,12.) With the

exception of the A Zionism is racism@ resolution (under Kurt Waldheim= s tenure as Secretary General), the UN is a paper tiger

when it comes to making the Israeli State behave in a civilized manner towards the Palestinians. The UN has either turned a

blind eye toward Israeli terrorism or has seen fit to condone it. U.N. criticism of the Israeli State amounts to little more than lip

service and camouflage, for the Zionists will never permit one of their offspring to harm another (Zionism and the Israeli State).

Both are necessary for the achievement of their neo-Messianic dream. Those nations who belong to the U.N. who are also

opposed to Israeli terrorism have little clout when it comes to actually doing something about it.

7.) As a promoter of secular humanism, the UN reveals itself as a religious power, vying to control humanity= s urge for religious

freedom. The ecumenical movement (to unify all of the world= s religions) is encouraged by the secular humanists because their

leaven of A world peace through globalism@ is highlighted in all of the ecumenical publications.

8.) With the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and numerous other institutions of economic control, the UN

demonstrates its Talmudic character of international finance, the historical mainstay of the Zionist technique of power and

control. If anything, Zionist banking practices have been institutionalized, formalized, and legalized by the United Nations.

9.) The UN is currently heading up a drive to make the right of self-defense an international crime. Contrary to the Second

Amendment of the US Constitution, the Beast wants to disarm all who are not personally loyal to it. Personal arms will be

verboten.

From this organization you expect peace

I realize that many of those of the left-wing persuasion have been convinced that socialism is the only answer to the world= s

problems; but this idea is totally false. Socialism is merely a form of Talmudic centralization and control. If you do not believe

this, then just wait until the Beast reveals himself. Believe the myth as long as you want, but reality will come calling soon. As

Ayn Rand said: A You can ignore reality, but you cannot avoid the consequences of ignoring reality.@ Ayn Rand was a Jewess

who saw firsthand the havoc wreaked by the Bolsheviks in Russia. It would do even atheists well to heed such warnings.

There is little doubt as to the nature of the force that guides both the United Nations and the Israeli State. Just as in the staged

intellectual dialectic between capitalism and communism, the International Kehilla guides both the UN and Israel, using

Theodore Herzl= s tactic of pressure from above (capitalism) and from below (revolution). As the founder of the Zionist



movement, Herzl knew that the Jewish International had total control of both international communism and international

capitalism. Communism has ALWAYS BEEN FINANCED BY JEWISH BANKSTERS.

Edicts from respected politicians and staged demonstrations by A peaceniks@ make for such convincing reality, but understand

that it is all just a show, a show staged by a cold, calculating mafia boss whose only goals are profit and power. Zionist high

finance provides pressure from above, and rabble-rousing shabez goys (like communists and socialists), and other Talmudic

provacateurs, provide pressure from below.

The Zionist Occupation Government presently rules by wealth and stealth; but they are longing for the day when they rule

openly, without apologies. Then will the anti-Christ be exposed for all to see. According to Biblical prophecy, this development

will prompt His judgement upon planet Earth. First, the people of the planet will be permitted to see how ignorant, vain, gullible

and immoral they really are; and then Jesus Christ will destroy the world order which the Zionists have created.

A As the partridge sitteth on eggs, and hatcheth them not; so he that getteth riches, and not by right, shall leave them in the

midst of his days, and at his end shall be a fool.@ Jer. 17:11.

A ...Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage

of every unclean and hateful bird.@ B Rev. 18:2. Babylon, as the third beast and eighth beast, is fallen twice, A is fallen, is

fallen,@ first at the hands of the Medo-Persians, and second by the Second Coming itself. The foul spirits and unclean birds are

to be seen everywhere: gay pride parades, communist thugs, Hollywood sin-and-skin A entertainment@ , the pornography

industry, insider trading at the stock market, false priests, illegal drugs, violence in our schools, teenage suicideY and the beat

goes on.

A As a cage is full of birds, so are their houses full of deceit: therefore they are become great and waxen rich. They are waxen

fat, they shine: yea, they overpass the deeds of the wicked: they judge not the cause, the cause of the fatherless, yet they

prosper; and the right of the needy they do not judge. Shall I not visit for these things? Saith Yahweh: shall not my soul be

avenged on such a nation as this? A wonderful and horrible thing is committed in the land; The prophets prophesy falsely, and

priests bear rule by their means; and my people love to have it so: and what will ye do in the end thereof?@ B Jer. 5:27-31.

Fatherlessness is rampant for the first time in our history. In 2005, the White Race caught up with non-Whites by having more

children born out of wedlock than within...and few seem to care. Fatherlessness is encouraged by liberals who want to redefine

the word > family= to mean A a bunch of people living together.@ The international bankers control trillions of dollars, yet they

have nothing to spare for the needy, the homeless, the fatherless. They are A society= s problems@ , not theirs. Fundamentalist

prophets, such as Hal Lindsey, prophesy falsely because they misidentify Israel with Jewry. And priests manipulate their flocks

with peace-loving slogans and pleasing platitudes that ignore God= s warnings about deceivers at the end of the age. And, yes,

the people love to have it so because the flow of goods and services, the unimaginable wealth, has never been so great.

Another false prophecy is that of the Catholic Church being reborn at the end of the Age. According to this analysis, the last

beast, the 8
th

 beast, is the Babylonian rebirth as the Zionist International. Those who are still deceived by the Jews harbor the

vain notion that the Papacy will be revived as the anti-Christ. As we have already explained, the Papacy is being ruled by the 8
th

beast, giving it the semblance of power, a power which is not its own. The 6
th

 beast will not be revived as the 8
th

. The sixth has

had its day; but that does not mean that the Papacy can= t still be useful to the 8
th

 beast. Unfortunately, those who fail to see

the REAL anti-Christ will be even more convinced that the Catholic Church is the last beast when and if the Vatican moves to

Jerusalem. The Great Impersonation will continue to deceive many until the very end.

When Christianity itself has turned its back on God and actively worships the anti-Christ in the name of God, we have a problem.

Now is the time to open your Bibles and start reading it again. The false priests of Churchianity are your worst enemies, even

though they stand in your pulpits.

? As Groucho Marx said: A Who do you believe, me, or your own eyes?@

 

 

They epitomize the number 666. I think it is fair to say that we have identified the Anti-Christ, the demonic spirit that deceives

the whole world into following it into perdition. For those who still remain unconvinced, I can only say, keep your eyes and ears

open, for A by their fruits shall ye know them.@ ? This Rapture stuff is nothing but a very clever Talmudic deception, a deception

promoted by A Christians@ who are spreading the leaven of the Pharisees. Pay attention: The tares will be gathered first. What

will happen to them? They will be burned. Then comes the harvest of the faithful and the Wedding Feast of the Lamb. The

Rapture is the Wedding Feast of the Lamb B here on Earth. It is the rejoicing and feasting to celebrate the two greatest events

that history will have recorded: the slaying of the 8
th

 Beast and the reunification of Yahweh with True Israel.. God has given

them plenty of time to repent and become constructive citizens of the Universe again; but it appears that many will prefer to

lose their souls than to bend the knee.. The first is, of course, an ages-old conspiracy operated by the synagogue of Satan. The

second is a more recent development caused by the historical Jewish monopoly on usury and the fabulous riches obtained by the

Rothschild family during the Napoleonic Wars. Why is this story not contained in the orthodox history books? Who do you think

owns the publishing companies? We will not hold our breaths waiting for the New York Times to publicize our research. Would Al

Capone publish the memoirs of his criminal exploits while his vice rackets are still in operation?

 

By John= s time, the first five of these had fallen (A five are fallen@ ) and one existed as John= s contemporary (A one is@ ). And

one, the seventh, A is not yet come.@
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